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Brackenhill House, Shotton Colliery, Durham
Starting Bid: £699,950.00

Brackenhill House offers a totally unique opportunity to acquire a magnificent house,
aswell as six residential building plots within the walled eight acre grounds. Brackenhill
House was built in the 1930's by the Horden and Blackhall Coal Company as a Colliery
officials house, but to a design which gives it an older and more elegant appearance. The
accommodation now combines six spacious bedrooms, two bathrooms, four receptions,
including a magnificent oak hall, staircase and landing with modern features including a
stylish kitchen, sauna and oil central heating.
Planning Permission: Planning Permission has been granted for the development of six
executive detached houses within the grounds. Each of the plots are generous, but the size
of the site ensures that Brackenhill House will retain a substantial garden.

Auctioneer's Comments
This property is for sale by the Modern Method of Auction. Should you view, offer or bid on the
property, your information will be shared with the Auctioneer, iamsold.
This method of auction requires both parties to complete the transaction within 56 days of the
draft contract for sale being received by the buyers solicitor. This additional time allows buyers
to proceed with mortgage finance (subject to lending criteria, affordability and survey).
The buyer is required to sign a reservation agreement and make payment of a non-refundable
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Reservation Fee. This being 4.2% of the purchase price including VAT, subject to a minimum of
£6,000.00 including VAT. The Reservation Fee is paid in addition to purchase price and will be
considered as part of the chargeable consideration for the property in the calculation for stamp
duty liability.
Buyers will be required to go through an identification verification process with iamsold and
provide proof of how the purchase would be funded.
This property has a Buyer Information Pack which is a collection of documents in relation to the
property. The documents may not tell you everything you need to know about the property, so
you are required to complete your own due diligence before bidding. A sample copy of the
Reservation Agreement and terms and conditions are also contained within this pack.
The buyer will also make payment of £300.00 including VAT towards the preparation cost of the
pack, where it has been provided by iamsold.
The property is subject to an undisclosed Reserve Price with both the Reserve Price and Starting
Bid being subject to change.
Referral Arrangements
The Partner Agent and Auctioneer may recommend the services of third parties to you. Whilst
these services are recommended as it is believed they will be of benefit; you are under no
obligation to use any of these services and you should always consider your options before
services are accepted.
Where services are accepted the Auctioneer or Partner Agent may receive payment for the
recommendation and you will be informed of any referral arrangement and payment prior to any
services being taken by you.

Disclaimer
These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for
guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not
rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection
or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make
or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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